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Two  leaders and at least 13 lawmakers of Turkey’s pro-Kurdish Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP) were detained 
early on Friday over reluctance to give testimony for crimes linked to “terrorist propaganda.”Turkish police raided 
the Ankara house of co-leader Selahattin Demirtas and the house of co-leader Figen Yuksekdag in Diyarbakir, the 
largest city in Turkey’s mainly Kurdish southeast, the party’s lawyers told Reuters.

The Turkish Interior Ministry said detention orders for 13 MPs were 
issued, but only 11 were detained as two lawmakers were abroad. 
Lawyers had earlier said 15 MPs were detained.
Turkish police raided the Ankara house of co-leader Selahattin Demirtas 
and the house of co-leader Figen Yuksekdag in Diyarbakir, the largest city 
in Turkey’s mainly Kurdish southeast, the party’s lawyers told Reuters.

“HDP call international community to react against Erdogan Regime’s 
coup,” the party said on Twitter, referring to President Tayyip Erdogan.
Police also raided and searched the party’s head office in central Ankara. 
Television images showed party officials quarreling with police during the 
raid, and a Reuters witness said many police cars and armed vehicles 
had closed the entrances to the street of the HDP headquarters.

A group of protesters chanting slogans tried to reach the party offices, but were stopped by police before they could 
enter the street, a Reuters witness said.

“Very bad news from Turkey. Again. Now HDP members of parliament are being detained,” European Parliament’s 
Turkey rapporteur, Kati Piri, said on Twitter.

A widespread difficulty in reaching social media websites such as Twitter and Facebook as well as messaging app 
WhatsApp were reported across Turkey after the detentions started at midnight.

HDP is the third largest party in the 550-seat Turkish parliament, with 59 seats. Parliamentarians in Turkey normally 
enjoy immunity from prosecution, but the pro-Kurdish party’s immunity was lifted earlier this year.

Armenia will allocate 47.4 billion AMD budget loan to 
the Nagorno Karabakh Republic in 2017, Minister of 
Finance Vardan Aramyan said during the parliamentary 
debates of the 2017 state budget, “Armenpress” 
reported.
Armenia has made allocation to the NKR in 2016 as 
well. It was planned to allocate 47.3 billion AMD budget 
loan, and the Government of Armenia decided to add 
another 3.3 billion AMD to 47.3 billion AMD budget loan.

Christine Defraigne – President of the Belgian Senate 
– says there is a necessity of criminalizing the denial of 
Armenian Genocide in Belgium.
After a meeting with Speaker of Parliament of Armenia 
Galust Sahakyan, Christine Defraigne told reporters 
the Belgian Parliament was one of the first European 
Parliaments to adopt a strict resolution in 1998 on 
condemning the Armenian Genocide.
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The minimum wage in Armenia will not increase in the 
coming year, and it will remain 55,000 drams (approx. 
$115) per month.
The Minister of Labor and Social Affairs, Artem Asatryan, 
stated the aforementioned at Wednesday’s National 
Assembly hearings on the draft state budget for 2017.
This minimum monthly salary, however, is the net 
income, whereas the gross minimum monthly wage—
without the funded pension and income tax cuts—shall 
be 76,600 drams (approx. $161).

The Azerbaijani side not only continues to escalate 
the situation on the frontline by violating the ceasefire 
and resorting to diversionary intelligence-gathering 
attempts, but also resorts to provocations in the 
information field.
The aforesaid is noted in a press release, which the 
Nagorno-Karabakh Republic Ministry of Defense (NKR/
Artsakh MOD) disseminated on Monday.
In particular, the release noted that the communiqué 
which the Azerbaijani MOD disseminated on the same 
day, and according to which the Armenian side allegedly 
violated the ceasefire on Sunday night—and by using 
mortars, grenade launchers, and large-caliber machine 
guns, is not true, and this is yet another propaganda 
trick by the adversary.
As per the NKR MOD statement, the Artsakh defense 
army vanguard units strictly follow the maintenance of 
the ceasefire, and they are never the aggressor.
“By disseminating such disinformation, the Azerbaijani 
side paves the way for further provocations,” the 
statement also reads.

“And we even made steps to move even further ahead 
and define criminal responsibility for the denial of the 
Genocide. We began working in that direction quite 
early. The denial of Armenian Genocide must be equal 
to a crime. At that time we didn’t reach our goal, but 
I think that by the adoption of resolutions by different 
level Parliaments of Belgium condemning the Armenian 
Genocide we will reach the realization of our goal”, she 
said.

She added that it’s not about Parliaments dictating the 
history, there is simply a need to convey history to the 
new generations, in order to once and for all condemn 
all acts of genocide.

“Our countries must move towards the future. I think our 
peoples have similar values, and in my opinion we can 
continue this path together”, she added.

Defraigne said Europe’s doors are always open for 
Armenia.

“We understand that Armenia is located in a difficult 
geopolitical position, however I have to say that Europe’s 
doors are always open for negotiations, for work in any 

On October 31, a groundbreaking ceremony took place 
of a new apartment building to be built in Stepanakert for 
the Defense Army’s officers and families of the perished 
freedom fighters, reported Artsakh’s presidential press 
service. Artsakh Republic President Bako Sahakyan 
took part in the ceremony.
Sahakyan expressed gratitude to philanthropist Vitaly 
Grigoryants for participating in the implementation of 
this initiative noting the demand for and significance of 
such programs.
Prime Minister Arayik Haroutyunyan and other officials 
were also present at the event.
According to the press service, Sahakyan received 
Grigoryants on Monday, discussing implementation of 
new programs in Artsakh.
Sahakyan expressed gratitude to the philanthropist for 
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Karabakh MOD: 
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On 3 November Artsakh Republic President Pago 
Sahagian convoked a meeting of the Security Council, 
Central Information Department of the Office of the 
Artsakh Republic President stated.
Issues related to army building were on the agenda of 
the meeting.  Defense minister Levon Mnatsakanian 
delivered a corresponding report.
The President gave a range of instructions for proper 
realization of the discussed issues, underlining that 
army building and consistent improvement of the 
Defense Army’s fighting capacity would remain among 
our key priorities.

consistent support to Artsakh highlighting his patriotic 
activity.

News from the World

field and united development. Belgium will spare no 
effort in supporting Armenia in its decision”, she said
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Western Armenian 
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By Harout Sassounian

Ever since Armenia’s independence, the Armenian world 
has been divided into three loose categories: those 
supporting or in some capacity interacting with the 
government; various opposition groups; and those who 
are independent or inactive. Regrettably, there has been 
hardly any effort to bridge the gap between these groups. 
On the contrary, there has been plenty of harsh rhetoric, 
accusations, and confrontations.
Even though the Armenian government and the opposition 
have different priorities, Armenians everywhere share a 
common set of interests and concerns regarding — the 
economy, human rights, rule of law, Artsakh (Nagorno 
Karabagh) conflict, emigration, Diaspora’s survival, and 
securing justice from Turkey for the 1915 Genocide. The 
authorities have been preoccupied with governing the 
country and securing Armenia’s and Artsakh’s borders, 
while the opposition has focused on fighting corruption 
and pursuing transparent elections.
In recent months, for the first time in the last quarter 
century, one can see the first glimmer of hope that serious 
changes are on Armenia’s horizon. Possibly motivated by 
the recent turmoil in Yerevan and upcoming parliamentary 
elections, the government seems intent on carrying out 
serious reforms by appointing a competent technocrat as 
Prime Minister and giving him a carte blanche. Indeed, 
within a short period of time, the new PM has dismissed 
several untouchable sacred cows!
As Prime Minister Garen Karapetyan has energetically 
moved forward with long overdue reforms, he has 
confounded both the power elite and those in opposition. 
By his actions, Mr. Karapetyan has discomforted many 
high-ranking officials who had felt that their jobs and 
incomes were secure for life! Meanwhile, the opponents of 
the regime are also in a quandary of how to react and what 
to expect from the new head of government. Some have 
rushed to express their lack of trust by stating that nothing 
will change as long as the current leaders remain in office, 
while others have adopted a more reasonable wait and see 
attitude! The Prime Minister recently warned all sides that 
he would not hang around a single day longer if he saw that 
his efforts were fruitless!
Another significant recent development has been the 
reawakening of the Diaspora after a lengthy period of 

The Armenian Communities Department of the Calouste 
Gulbenkian Foundation brought together 41 educators 
and creators in Western Armenian from 9 countries, 
to collectively develop learning tools for language 
acquisition. The workshop took place in Portugal during 
the week of July 9-17, 2016.
The group was composed of educators, academics, 
writers, musicians, artists, actors and IT specialists. 
The participants were divided into seven groups. Each 
group worked on finding tangible solutions for specific 
challenges related to the revitalization of Western 
Armenian. As a result, seven initiatives were undertaken 
which will directly contribute to learning Western 
Armenian through modern and innovative means.
The initiatives are:

1) The organization of a summer academic program 
of continuous education for teachers, combined with 
a summer camp for students, which would take place 
once a year.  Learning from each other, students and 
educators will together develop best practices for 
Armenian language acquisition. These practices will then 
be shared widely.
2) The development of tools and curricula for formal and 
informal settings which focus on contemporary reading 
and writing methodologies adapted to Western Armenian.
3) The organization of a forum for principals and 
education leaders, where topics such as school culture, 
curriculum reform and other related issues would be 
discussed and best practices shared.
4) The creation and adaptation of games for both children 
and young adults connected to social media platforms, 
which would enhance language acquisition and practice.
5) The production of music that connects song and 
language. This would include the creation of new songs, 
re-recording of existing songs and other musical genres 
of learning.
6) The publication of a series of translations of children’s 
books into Western Armenian from the following 
languages: English, French, Portuguese, Arabic, German, 
Japanese, Chinese, Dutch, Hebrew, Persian, Italian, 
Polish and Swedish. The books would be for several age 
groups. The goal is to release 60 titles in three years.
7) The set-up of a web-portal through which the above-
mentioned information and tools will be shared and 
communicated, connecting stakeholders around the 
diaspora with one another.
These projects will be developed and implemented by 
the participants of the Summer Education Workshop and 
other invited experts.
In addition to developing the above mentioned specific 
initiatives, the week-long intensive workshop produced 
a remarkable group dynamic. Creativity and practical 
outputs went hand in hand. “What an achievement!” 
commented one of the participants during the concluding 
session, referring to the excitement generated. It was 
wonderful to see how a geographically and generationally 
diverse group of men and women, with different expertise 
and approaches, worked – and committed to continue 
to work – together for the revitalization of Western 
Armenian.
During the next several months, each of these seven 
initiatives will be developed further. “The Armenian 
Communities Department is keen to support such 
initiatives,” announced its Director, Razmik Panossian. 
He added: “This workshop has the potential to have 
a real impact over the next several years on the way 

Armenia and Diaspora In Quest for a New Start
dormancy. Last September, 30 prominent Armenians, 
including Serj Tankian, Atom Egoyan, Alexis Ohanian, Chris 
Bohjalian, Eric Bogosian, and Sebu Simonian issued a 
petition on change.org, calling for ‘Justice Within Armenia.’ 
So far over 4,000 individuals have signed this petition.
A few days later, Canadian-Armenian actress Arsinee 
Khanjian issued a highly critical Open Letter after being 
detained by Armenian police during a protest in Yerevan on 
July 27. Khanjian outlined the government’s shortcomings, 
urging Diaspora Armenians not to be “ambivalent 
bystanders” and engage in transforming the social 
conditions in Armenia.
On October 28, another group of 23 prominent Armenians, 
including Abel Aganbegyan, Charles Aznavour, Edward 
Djerejian, Vartan Gregorian, and Ruben Vardanyan, issued 
another Open Letter urging “Global Armenians…to unite 
and together enable Armenia’s future.” The signatories 
called on “all Armenians to engage in pioneering and long-
term investment to restore the social, economic, cultural, 
and technological strengths of the nation, with Armenia at 
its core.” The Open Letter was published in The New York 
Times and Hayastani Hanrapetutyoun.
What Armenia really needs is a full partnership with 
the Diaspora to accomplish all the suggested reforms 
in the above mentioned petition and two open letters. 
The government should welcome the participation of all 
Armenians to improve the country’s social, economic, 
political, and military structures in order to create a just, 
prosperous, well governed, and secure Homeland!
The only way to transform Armenia into a highly-developed 
and democratic country is to welcome the involvement of 
as many of the 10 million Armenians worldwide as possible, 
regardless of their country of residence. Since Armenia 
(including Artsakh) is the Homeland of all Armenians, 
everyone has the right and obligation to contribute to its 
Renaissance!
The major missing factor from the foregoing petition and 
open letters is a mechanism for organizing the Diaspora 
to sustain its own continued existence, while extending 
crucial assistance to the Homeland in a coordinated 
and systematic manner. To accomplish this imperative 
objective, Armenians need to establish a democratically-
elected Diaspora structure with representatives in 
Armenia’s Parliament!

TheCaliforniaCourier

Western Armenian is taught and acquired, thanks to its 
participants and the outputs they will deliver.”
The Summer Education Workshop was organized and 
coordinated by Ani Garmiryan, the Department’s Senior 
Officer responsible for Western Armenian revitalization 
projects, with the support of Ani Koulian. The workshop 
participants were:  France: Hasmig Chahinian, Anaid 
Donabedian, Meline Gazarian, Jirair Jolakian, Chouchane 
Kerovpyan, Maral Kerovpyan, Sose Manakian, Anouche 
Mekhsian, Dzovinar Mikirditsian, Anahid Sarkissian. 
Belgium: Janet Avanesian, Shogher Margosian. Greece: 
Maral Kurkjian. Portugal: Vahan Kerovpyan. Lebanon: 
Anke al-Bataineh, Shant Demirjian, Nelly Komolian,Taline 
Ordoghlian, Hagop Yacoubian. Turkey: Natali Bagdat, 

Sevan Degirmenciyan, Kayane Gavrilof, Maral Hergel, 
Arusyak Koc, Narod Kurugoglu, Maral Satar. USA: 
Chris Bedian, Vahe Berberian, Hagop Gulludjian, Amy 
Hughes, Shoushan Karapetian, Silva Mesrobian, Serouj 
Ourishian, Sanan Shirinian. Canada: Lory Abrakian, 
Hasmig Injejikian, Sonia Kiledjian. Armenia: Christian 
Batikian, Nairi Khatchadourian, Gevorg Palanjyan, 
Sevana Tchakerian.
This initiative is part of the Armenian Communities 
Department’s ongoing work on the revitalization of 
Western Armenian, emerging out of the September 2015 
Conference “Innovation in Education: Challenges of 
Teaching Western Armenian in the 21st Century,” which 
was supported and held at INALCO in Paris.



By Natasha Pogosyan
Merited Pedagogue of Artsakh
Teacher of Armenian language and literature of
Vladimir Balayan Secondary School of Martakert

A Teacher Has 
To Understand 

Students In Order 
For The Students 

To Listen

Motive Behind Creation Of Gibrahayer 
Website Was The Establishment Of A 

New Village In Artsakh
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Saro Naccashian: “I Want All 
Armenians Of The World To Gather In 
Armenia And Help Our Country Grow 
And Become Strong” 

“They say if you love your teacher, you will love the 
subject, but I don’t have a favorite subject in school,” 
this sentence written by 12thgrader Armine Karapetyan 
attracted my attention. It was very unusual that this 
was the sentence of a student who was always ready 
for her Armenian language lessons and had never been 
indifferent.
When I asked my students how they feel about the 
Armenian language, I received many different answers. I 
was reading their answers over the past couple of days. 
This might sound immodest, but I was certain that they 
would give positive feedback. Each student was truly 
sincere and showed respect towards the language.
I have a habit of reading the opinions of my weak 
students first. I read them first, and then started reading 
what my outstanding students had written. They had 
differing views, but all the students had written that 
their love for the Armenian language was associated 
with their teacher. When I was reading the opinion of 
the 12th grade student, I noticed that she considered it 
her duty to always study the Armenian language.
“For centuries, the Armenian nation has lost sons and 
territories, but the language has remained incessant. 
As an Armenian girl, I respect our language and am 
attentive in class. Perhaps it is because of my respect 
for my teacher. They say if you love and respect your 
teacher, you will also love the subject. I love and respect 
my teacher, and I especially feel relaxed when she reads 
any work for us. It is as if the class relaxes, and we all 
listen to her closely. However, in order for students to 
listen, a teacher must also understand the psychology 
of the students. This is how our teacher is. We can share 
our thoughts and ideas with her, without thinking that 
she will scold or offend us. I love her lessons and think 
they are the authentic lessons.”
But can I really be “unauthentic”? I enter the classroom 
in peace. There are emotions, relaxed and lovely faces 
and many smiles in that classroom. They confess 
sincerely and respect me and each other, and they are 
at a difficult age of adolescence.

hayernaysor

The motive behind the creation of the Gibrahayer (Cypriot-
Armenians) website in Cyprus was the establishment of 
a new village in Artsakh. After visiting Armenia to assist 
in the establishment of the village, the website’s editor-
in-chief Simon Aynedjian and his partisans decided to 
organize a fundraiser.
In the beginning, they sent 50 e-mails to different 
people, and the number grew. The funds helped them 
take part in the establishment of the Ditsmayri village 
in the Kashatagh region in 1999. Afterwards, they sent 
groups of volunteers who helped build the village for 
a year. They organized another fundraiser to solve the 
problem with water supply in the village.

Later, they decided to create a website in order to carry 
out large-scale activities, and in 1999, they launched 
the Gibrahayer website.
“When we were creating the website, we couldn’t decide 
on the language. We didn’t want to post news only in 
Armenian since our goal was to provide foreigners with 
information about Armenia and the Armenian people. 
We decided to post articles only in English, even though 
we also post articles in Armenian,” Simon Aynedjian 
said in an interview with Hayern Aysor.

The editorial staff consists of six employees who, as the 
editor-in-chief says, perform their duties with pleasure 
and with a sense of responsibility. The website features 
news about the Armenian community of Cyprus and the 
events taking place in Armenia and Artsakh. The website 
also collaborates with Artsakank Weekly, which was 
established by the Armenian Revolutionary Federation-

On November 4, RA Minister of Diaspora Hranush 
Hakobyan received representative of the Armenian 
community of Jerusalem, Director of the Education for 
Employment Organization of Palestine Saro Naccashian.
Minister Hranush Hakobyan cordially greeted the guest 
and appreciated his pro-national activities for the 
preservation of the Armenian community in Jerusalem 
and his willingness to help the Syrian-Armenians 
who have moved to Armenia. The Minister suggested 
collaborating with the relevant structures of Armenia 
and the international community to carry out a program 
that would provide Syrian-Armenian alumni with jobs. “It 
is very important to help young Syrian-Armenians settle 
in Armenia and solve their problems with education and 
employment. The Syrian-Armenians are extraordinary 
people. They work, create and are modest,” the Minister 
said.
The Minister of Diaspora talked about the activities that 
are carried out with the Syrian-Armenians on a daily 
basis, as well as the problems and difficulties.
Saro Naccashian expressed gratitude for the cordial 
reception. Touching upon the problems of the Syrian-
Armenians, he emphasized that it was very important 
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to enhance small businesses in Armenia and stated the 
following from an economist’s perspective: “In many 
countries, 85 percent of the national economy is hinged 
on the development of small businesses. I want all 
Armenians of the world to gather in Armenia and help 
our country grow and become strong,” he said.
During the meeting, the sides discussed issues related 
to the situation, developments and perspectives in Syria 
and future joint programs.

By Gevorg Chichyan

Dashnaktsutyun in 1981.
Simon Aynedjian believes that the mission of an 
Armenian journalist in Armenia and abroad must be to 
not only address the major issues of the Armenians, 
but also carry out journalistic activities abroad and 
establish close relations that will help Armenians meet 
the political objectives that are set forth.
Simon Aynedjian attaches importance to the pan-
Armenian forums of journalists organized by the RA 
Ministry of Diaspora since they provide Diaspora 
Armenian editors and journalists with the great 
opportunity to meet each other and seek paths for 
future cooperation. The first time Aynedjian participated 
in the forum was during the 5th Pan-Armenian Forum of 
Journalists held in Stepanakert.
Summing up the 8th Pan-Armenian Forum of Journalists 
that was held on 20-24 October under the title 
“Armenian Statehood: Axis of Unity”, Simon Aynedjian 
emphasized the fact that there were more participants 
from different countries and that he established close 
ties with the people whom he had only known on the 
Internet. Hayern Aysor’s interlocutor also voiced hope 
that the constructive proposals made during the forum 
would be implemented.
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From October 27-29, the AGBU 89th General Assembly 
was held in New York and welcomed hundreds of AGBU 
leadership, delegates, members, donors and friends 
from North America, South America, Europe, Russia and 
the Middle East in celebration of the 110th anniversary 
of the organization. The series of events revolved around 
strengthening the global Armenian nation, honoring 
Armenians who bring pride to the Armenian community 
through their outstanding achievements and eliminating 
the boundaries between Armenia, Nagorno-Karabakh 
and the diaspora to form one Armenian nation.
The series theme reigned at the AGBU General 
Assembly, held at the Harvard Club of New York, on 
Saturday morning. During the delegate session of the 
AGBU Central Board of Directors, Eric Esrailian and 
Armen Sarkissian were elected to the Central Board. 
Esrailian is the co-chief of the Division of Digestive 
Diseases at the David Geffen School of Medicine at 
the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and is 
the Lincy Foundation Chair in Clinical Gastroenterology. 
He is also the co-manager and producer for Survival 
Pictures and film The Promise. Armen Sarkissian is 
the founding President of Eurasia House International 
in London and former Prime Minister of Armenia from 
1996-1997. He also established the first Armenian 
Embassy in the West in London in 1991 and served as 
the Armenian Ambassador to the United Kingdom for 
multiple terms.
During the formal session of the General Assembly, the 
AGBU Central Board reaffirmed its commitment to the 
development of Armenia, its unwavering support for the 
Mother See of Holy Etchmiadzin and its gratitude to its 
many donors and members.
President Setrakian followed in the AGBU tradition 
of addressing the AGBU membership with a speech 
that touched upon the historical triumphs of the 
organization over its 110 years and the strong, united 
future he envisions: “The nation is facing the greatest 
of opportunities, and yet also the greatest of threats. 
With a vulnerable economic and geopolitical situation 
in Armenia and an increasingly disengaged diaspora, 
we can no longer view these two elements as separate, 
rather a viable homeland and an engaged diaspora are 
interdependent and must be viewed as one. For AGBU, 
this means adjusting its priorities, where it puts its 
energy and resources and rethinking how it measures 
its impact and success in contributing to the prosperity 
of the global Armenian nation.”
President Setrakian further emphasized: “AGBU must 
engage in strategic alliances as a unifying entity; 
strengthen its volunteer network; reinforce collaboration 
with the Armenian Church; initiate relationships within 
the Armenian world and establish relationships with 
international multilateral institutions. To achieve all 
this, AGBU must rebalance its platform to support 
its overarching goals of both bolstering identity and 

The Sayat Nova Dance Company of Boston has been 
selected to perform in the 90th Macy’s Thanksgiving Day 
Parade. The 2016 Parade will mark the first appearance 
by the group. Sayat Nova Dance Company will have the 
opportunity to showcase their exciting talents alongside 
iconic Parade staples, including giant character balloons, 
floats, marching bands, celebrities and clowns.
Each year, the Macy’s Parade creative team looks for 
performance groups across the country that have the 
talent and abilities to captivate more than 3.5 million 
live spectators and more than 50 million viewers. From 
the wacky to the outrageous, these groups offer unique 
performances that add a dose of local color to the national 
event.
The Sayat Nova Dance Company of Boston is the leading 
Armenian dance company of North America. Founded 
in 1986 by director/choreographer Apo Ashjian, Sayat 
Nova is a non-profit organization that relies solely on the 
commitment and dedication of its supporters. Over the 
past 30 years, the company has had approximately 500 
volunteer members contribute to their mission, which is 
to preserve and promote the Armenian culture through 
dance. Inspired by a love for their heritage and for dancing, 
members of the Company are enthusiastic and devoted 
individuals. They continue to share the traditions of song 
and dance to sold-out audiences worldwide. Sayat Nova 
has performed in various prestigious venues including;
Boston’s Hatch Shell, Boston Common’s Outside the Box 
Festival, the Emerson Majestic Theatre, Jacob’s Pillow, 
Gillette stadium, and Armenia’s reputable Academic 
Theatre of Opera and Ballet.
Their most recent production, “Journey Through Time,” 
is filled with energetic dancing, dynamic lighting, life-size 
stage props, and an emotional tale of history, triumph, and 
pride. As part of a rich culture, Armenian folk dancing is 
a reflection of the life and legacy of the Armenian people. 
Each dance symbolizes the spirit of the Armenian people 
and celebrates the existence of the Armenian heritage.
About the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade
With more than 50 million viewers across the country and 
more than 3.5 million spectators that line up along the 
streets of New York City each year, the Macy’s Thanksgiving 
Day Parade is a national icon that has grown into a world-
famous holiday event. Since 1924, the Macy’s Thanksgiving 
Day Parade has marked the official start of the holiday 
season. Growing in size and scale, the Parade proudly 
marches down a more than 2-mile route in New York City 
with more than 8,000 participants in tow including Macy’s 
employees, their families, celebrities, athletes, clowns and 
dance groups spreading holiday cheer. The Parade also 
features America’s best marching bands, fabulous floats 
and Macy’s signature giant helium character balloons. For 
more information on the Macy’s Parade, please visit www.
macys.com/parade or call the Parade hotline at(212) 494-
4495.
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AGBU Holds 89th General Assembly 
in New York 

Boston’s Sayat Nova 
Dance Company 
to Perform in 90th 
Macy’s Thanksgiving 
Day Parade

creating prosperity for the global Armenian nation…
Each and every one of us has to strive to be a global 
Armenian. This is how AGBU views each of you.”
The General Assembly came to a close with an address 
from His Holiness Karekin II, the Catholicos of All 
Armenians, who asserted the inextricable link between 
AGBU and the Mother See and congratulated AGBU on 
its 110th anniversary: “It is gladdening for us to once 
more reflect with words of appreciation upon the work 
of AGBU that has been carried out for more than one 
century. Today it stays faithful to its values by continuing 
its important mission. AGBU has always been at the 
epicenter of the imperatives of our national life. It has 
appropriately met the needs of the times by supporting 
the sons and daughters of our nation by dedicating itself 
to the education of the new generation and by caring 
for the prosperity of our national life with its institutions 
established in all corners of the world.” At the close of 
his speech, His Holiness Karekin II praised President 
Setrakian for his tremendous service and commitment 
to AGBU and to the Armenian nation by bestowing on 
him the Knight of Holy Etchmiadzin Medal.
The series of events began on Thursday with a full day 
of meetings for AGBU delegates. Board members and 
staff gave attendees an overview of AGBU activities, 
emphasizing the role of its various programs. Extensive 
communications, development and outreach meetings 
all focused on fostering closer relationships between 
AGBU chapters and districts around the world. The 
day ended with a delegate session for the AGBU Young 
Professionals (YP) leadership who brainstormed event 
ideas to invigorate their own groups.
On Friday at the Harold Pratt House, the meetings 
centered around the theme of moving AGBU forward by 
empowering global Armenians, which was introduced 
by AGBU Central Board member Noubar Afeyan. The 
afternoon continued with AGBU Central Board member 
Arda Nazarian who presented ideas from the morning’s 
four breakout sessions, during which small groups 
discussed AGBU’s four program pillars: culture and 
identity; education; humanitarian relief; and socio-
economic development in Armenia. The small groups 
allowed participants to develop ideas that may help 
AGBU leadership shape programs and policies in the 
future. Seta Nazarian then delivered a memorable 
speech on the importance of fundraising and the 
opportunities for connection that can be created by 
donating to AGBU.

The day ended with a panel discussion moderated by 
Lara Setrakian, the founder of News Deeply, on human 
rights in Armenia, organized in collaboration with Human 
Rights Watch. Panelists included Rachel Denber, deputy 
director of the Europe and Central Asia Division of Human 
Rights Watch; Giorgi Gogia, South Caucasus director of 
Human Rights Watch; Sheila Paylan, legal officer at the 
United Nations Mechanism for International Criminal 
Tribunals; and Serj Tankian, singer, songwriter and 
activist. The expert panelists discussed topics ranging 
from the prevention of domestic violence and election 
fraud in Armenia to the difficulty in accessing palliative 
care.  
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On October 24, 2016, President of the Armenian 
Community of China and Hong Kong (ChinaHay) Mher 
Sahakyan had a meeting with President of the Armenian 
Association for Academic Partnership and Support 
(ARMACAD) Khachik Gevorgyan, as reported chinahay.
com, according to Hayern  Aysor.
The sides discussed the opportunities for the 
deepening of cooperation in the education sector and 
the implementation of joint academic programs, the 
perspective of making the ARMACAD network accessible 
in China, coverage of the educational programs of 
ChinaHay through ARMACAD and the provision of 

On October 29, the choirs and dance groups of 
“Hayordats Tun” Armenian School of Moscow performed 
at the children’s festival of national cultures called “Мой 
дом Москва” (Moscow is My Home), as reported the 
information center of “Hayordats Tun” Armenian School 
to Hayern Aysor.

The goal of the festival is to create conditions for cross-
cultural dialogue and spark interest in the cultures and 
languages of nations residing in Moscow. The festival 
was launched in September 2016 and will end in 
May 2017. Throughout these months, each nation will 
present its culture and arts for one day.
“Hayordats Tun” Armenian School has taken the “large 
share” of the burden of presenting Armenian culture 
on its shoulders with the Haiasa and Vardavar Dance 
Ensembles, the Shogher and Ovsanna Choirs, the Akunk 
National Instruments Ensemble, Kochnak Ensemble 
of Dhol Players, Tsirani Ensemble of Dudukists, Zatik 
Ensemble of Female Canon Players and Armenian 
poems.

Before the concert, the Armenians and foreigners in 
the audience viewed the tapestry works and paintings 
created by the students of “Hayordats Tun” Armenian 
School, and after the concert, the School hosted a 
reception to completely present Armenian culture and 
lifestyle.

Among the guests of the concert dedicated to the 
Armenian culture days were representatives of various 
embassies based in Moscow. The School reached 
preliminary agreements with some of them to hold 
culture days at their embassies and at “Hayordats Tun” 
Armenian School.

The guests left the hall, charmed and impressed by 
Armenian culture. Representative of the “Дети войны“ 
organization Natalya Melnikova and Vladimir Oganesov 
stated that they were very impressed with Armenian 
culture and the performances by the representatives 
of “Hayordats Tun”. They remembered the Soviet era 
when there was no discrimination between nations and 
everyone lived equally and in solidarity.

At the end of the concert, spiritual superintendent 
of “Hayordats Tun” Armenian School, Fr. Priest Arakel 
Amiryan, Director Hmayak Gevorgyan and the concerts 
representative Shushanik Gevorgyan received letters 
of gratitude for helping provide the students with a 
Christian education and organize the festival.

Boston University will launch a new minor in Holocaust 
and genocide studies, BU Today reports.

Although genocides large and small have been 
perpetrated throughout human history, the courses will 
focus on historical events since 1900. These include 
the Armenian Genocide of 1915, when the Turkish-
led Ottoman Empire had rounded up and deported or 
executed 1.5 million Armenians living there, most of 
them Ottoman citizens, by 1922; the Nazi Holocaust, 
from 1933 until the Allied liberation of the death camps 
in 1945, which claimed the lives of six million Jews and 
five million Slavs, Roma, disabled people, Jehovah’s 
Witnesses, homosexuals, and political and religious 
dissidents from the European countries occupied by 
Germany; the Cambodian genocide, from 1975 to 1979, 
when the Maoist Khmer Rouge led by Pol Pot slaughtered 
an estimated three million; the Serbs’ “ethnic cleansing” 
of Bosnians in the wake of the 1992 collapse of the 
former Yugoslavia, killing 100,000; the 1994 Hutu-led 
killing rampage in Rwanda, which targeted Tutsis and 
moderate Hutus and slaughtered more than 800,000 
over 100 days; and most recently, this century’s Sudan 
state-sanctioned murder of at least 300,000 Darfurian 
civilians in what is now South Sudan.

Instead of viewing these atrocities as distant in time and 
place, an emphasis is being placed on studying them as 
a mirror to present-day conflicts and simmering hatreds. 
The multimedia coursework also answers the more 
urgent question, could it happen again? The answer is 
yes—in fact, as the coursework illuminates, attempts at 
genocide could likely rise from many simmering ethnic, 
religious, and political conflicts in the world today.

Hate is a learned emotion, says Simon Payaslian, the 
Charles K. and Elizabeth M. Kenosian Professor of 
Armenian History and Literature. “We’re not born with it. 
It can be unlearned. Genocide can happen anywhere.”

Armenian Community Of China To 
Collaborate With ARMACAD

Boston University Launching Minor 
In Genocide, Holocaust Studies

Armenian Culture 
Presented At 
“Moscow Is My 
Home” Festival

information about scholarships and conferences for 
Armenian researchers based in China.
The Armenian Community of China is an independent 
organization that has been active over the past couple 
of years. Among the special programs and events 
are the events aimed at consolidating the Armenians 
of China, the events commemorating the Armenian 
Genocide, the fundraiser for Artsakh, events promoting 
the preservation of the Armenian identity in the Far 
East, the granting of scholarships to Chinese students 
to study in Armenia, studies devoted to the history of 
the Armenian presence in China in association with 
the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, the activities of 
the Armenian Student Association in China, the annual 
Online Conference of Armenian Researchers and 
Students, etc.
ARMACAD helps students and scholars participate in 
relevant academic and educational programs around 
the world.

Payaslian, who teaches courses in genocide prevention, 
notes in his course descriptions that the subject of 
genocide warrants rigorous study because genocidal 
acts and atrocities persist despite the 1948 United 
Nations adoption of the Convention on the Prevention 
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. The 
convention, criminalizing genocide in the realm of 
international law, was institutionalized in 1951, and yet 
it has failed to prevent the string of genocides that has 
occurred since then.

According to its description on the Elie Wiesel Center 
for Jewish Studies website, the minor in Holocaust and 
genocide studies offers students “an opportunity to 
acquire basic academic tools of description and analysis 
of the various factors that contribute to the emergence 
of ultranationalist regimes and their genocidal policies.” 
The minor is also designed to help students “develop an 
awareness of the value of pluralism and an acceptance 
of diversity, as well as to explore the dangers of remaining 
silent, apathetic, and indifferent to the vilification and 
oppression of others.”
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Bohjalian Discusses Recent 
Trip to Artsakh in New York

French Photographer Presents 
Interesting Photos Of The People 
Of Karabakh, Their Daily Lives 
And Karabakh’s Mountains

Khatchig Mouradian to 
Present ‘The Tale of Two 
Midwives’ at Fresno State

Fifty friends and supporters 
of Artsakh (Nagorno-
Karabakh) gathered in 
New York on October 29, 
to hear New York Times 
bestselling author Chris 
Bohjalian discuss his recent 
trip to Artsakh, “Asbarez” 
reports.
Held at the Tufenkian 
Artisan Carpets Showroom 
in midtown Manhattan, 
Bohjalian’s presentation 
called “Artsakh: Our Line in the 
Sand,” vividly described 
Artsakh’s current conditions, 
especially in light of the 

recent Four Day War in April. Bohjalian spent much time with people living near the 
front lines, and in the liberated territories—especially those areas in and around the 
Lachin Corridor.
 

During his five-day visit, Bohjalian also met with Artsakh government officials, everyday 
heroes—both military and civilian—as well as students, teachers, and literary figures, 
who were eager to meet him and learn more about his work.
Since his return, Bohjalian has been busy putting pen to paper, recounting his 
impressions in articles in various publications, including USA Today, the Burlington 
Free Press, and other U.S. media outlets. His most recent story depicted the life of a 
Syrian-Armenian refugee who escaped from the clutches of Daesh (ISIS/ISIL) with his 
family, and resettled in the liberated territories of Artsakh, where he has received a 
warm welcome.

The event was co-organized by ACAA Artsakh Fund and the Tufenkian Foundation. 
Antranig Kasbarian opened the program by explaining the significance of recent 
events in Artsakh, particularly April’s Four Day War, and emphasized the crucial 
strategic importance of the liberated territories in maintaining Artsakh’s national 
security, as they promote an indivisible bond with Armenia.

Kasbarian noted that areas near the Lachin Corridor, routinely called “occupied 
territories,” are in fact the cradle of Armenian Christianity, with centuries-old villages, 
cemeteries, churches, and other cultural artifacts attesting to widespread, continuous 
Armenian presence there—before Azerbaijan’s wholesale ethnic cleansing of these 
territories in the 1920’s. Kasbarian then introduced Bohjalian, whose longstanding 
interest in Artsakh became a pressing concern following April’s Four Day War.

Following his presentation, Bohjalian patiently answered numerous questions from 
his enthusiastic audience.

In addition to promoting awareness, the October 29 event also raised funds for the 
Arajamugh Village Expansion Project, which is being implemented by the ACAA Artsakh 
Fund, with the support of the Tufenkian Foundation. Arajamugh village is located 
in the liberated territories of NKR. Those who wish to donate to this worthy project 
may do so by sending checks to ACAA Artsakh Fund, 80 Bigelow Ave., Watertown, 
Massachusetts 02472.

Khatchig Mouradian (Clark 
University), Kazan Visiting 
Professor of Armenian Studies at 
California State University, 
Fresno, will give his final 
public lecture, in a series of 
three presentations, on the 
topic of “The Tale of Two 
Midwives: The Notebooks 
of Siphora and Nuritza 
Shnorhokian of Aintab, 
1890-1930” at 7:30pm on 
Wednesday, November 30, 
in the University Business 

Center, Alice Peters Auditorium, Room 191, on the Fresno State campus.
For almost half a century, Siphora and Nuritsa Shnorhokian served as midwives first in 
Aintab (beginning in 1890s) and then in Syria, after being forced to leave their hometown. 
They conducted thousands of births in Armenian, Muslim, and Jewish families in 
Aintab, and then thousands more in Syria in the newly formed families post-genocide, 
documenting every birth, and their personal journey, in their notebooks. In this lecture, 
Mouradian examines half a century of community life, survival, and resilience through 
the notebooks of these two sisters, interviews with their neighbors, relatives, and the 
stories of several Turks, Kurds, and Armenians who were born with the midwives’ help.
Khatchig Mouradian holds a Ph.D. in history from the Strassler Center for Holocaust and 
Genocide Studies at Clark University and a graduate certificate in Conflict Resolution 
from UMass Boston. He is a visiting scholar at the Center for the Study of Genocide and 
Human Rights (CGHR) at Rutgers University, where he also serves as the coordinator of 
the Armenian Genocide Program.
Mouradian is the author of several articles and book chapters, including, most recently, 
“The Meskeneh Concentration Camp, 1915-1917: A case study of power, collaboration, 
and humanitarian resistance during the Armenian Genocide,” Journal of the Society 
of Armenian Studies, Vol. 24 (2015); and “Genocide and Humanitarian Resistance in 
Ottoman Syria, 1915-1916,” Études arméniennes contemporaines, Vol. 7 (2016).
The lecture is free and open to the public. Free parking is available, using parking code 
273707 (use the code in kiosks in the parking area to receive the permit) at Fresno State 
Lots P5 and P6, near the University Business Center, Fresno State.
For more information about the lecture please contact the Armenian Studies Program at 
278-2669, or visit our website at fresnostate.edu/armenianstudies.

For the past six years, French 
photographer Julien Pebrel 
has taken photos of the 
servicemen, peaceful civilians, 
as well as the cities and 
villages of Nagorno-Karabakh.
Esquire.ru has presented 
the series of photos taken by 
the 32-year-old Frenchman. 
The interesting photos portray  
the lives of soldiers, civilians 
wounded throughout the 
years, their daily activities, 
volunteers, veterans and 
monuments, as reported 
TERT.am.
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Arts & Society
Wikicamp Portugal 2016: 
Mixing Language With Fun!

Tigran Mansurian’s Works To Be Performed At “Sev 
Berd” (Black Fortress) Fortress In Gyumri

Ten days filled with sun, 
writing and outdoor 
activities marked the 
second Western Armenian 
WikiCamp. It took place in 
Portugal at theTempo de 
Aventura youth camp in 
Cadaval, from the 17th to 
26th of August 2016.
This year the WikiCamp 

was attended by 57participants, coming fromAthens (2), Beirut (8), Istanbul (19), 
Lyon (4),Marseille (2), Paris (12) andYerevan (10),including 7 facilitators. Throughout 
the week, participants wrote and edited articles for Wikipedia and Wiktionary, related 
to a large variety of topics: from Harry Potter to architecture, from biographies to 
even umbrellas. In addition to writing, participants engaged in a number of enjoyable 
outdoor activities such as zip lining, canoeing, swimming and playing several 
team sports.While the core objective of the WikiCamp Portugal was to encourage 
participants to write in Western Armenian and use the language as an everyday 
means of expression, it alsoaimed to foster an exciting environmentin which new 
friendships across the worldwere built. Indeed, the participants immediately created 
an on-line group and remain in touch regularly across countries!
The closing ceremony took place on August 24th. Participation certificates were 
distributed to each attendee, including the remarkable facilitators. On the last day, the 
Armenian Communities Department organized a field trip to Lisbon which included a 
visit to theCalouste Gulbenkian Foundation where WikiCamp participants had the 
opportunity to tour the Museum and take photos next toGulbenkian’siconic garden 
statue.
Participants left Portugal committed to continuewriting articles in Western Armenian 
for Wikipedia. Some were eager to establish Wiki writing clubs in their own cities. 
Both the Director of the Armenian Communities Department, Razmik Panossian, 
and its Senior Officer responsible for Western Armenian revitalization, Ani Garmiryan, 
visited the WikiCamp on several occasions and were truly impressed by its dynamic 
participants.
The WikiCamp in Portugal was not based on a competitive approach aiming to write 
as many articles as possible. Rather, it emphasized language acquisition, writing 
skills development, self-confidence and participative group work.
“It is rare to see such excitement about –and creativity in- the Armenian language 
among young people,” said Razmik Panossian. “WikiCamps make the language fun 
and accessible, instead of being seen as a burden or a relic,” he added.
Wikimedia Armenia was founded in 2013. It is an active member of the International 
Wikimedia Foundation, and recognized for its innovative initiatives under the 
leadership of Susanna Mkrtchyan. The Armenian Communities Department of the 
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation started to support Wikimedia Armenia in 2015 to 
encourage young authors to write articles in Western Armenian. 

The jury for the Yasnaya Polyana Literary Award selected two winners in the XXI Century 
category for the first time in the history of the competition. This year, the recipients 
were Narine Abgaryan and Alexander Grigorenko. Narine Abgaryan received the award 
for her novel “Three Apples Fell from the Sky”.

This is what Special Representative of the President of the Russian Federation for 
International Cultural Partnership Mikhail Shvidkoy announced.

Established in 2003, the annual all-Russian Yasnaya Polyana Literary Award promotes 
the preservation of the traditions of Russian classic literature and the growth of the 
current trends in contemporary literature.

Presenting Abgaryan’s book, member of the jury and literary critic Alexey Varlamov 
stated the magnetism of the book. “There are books that I have read and forgotten 
that I am a jury member, forgotten about the long and short lists, forgotten that it is 
summer and forgotten about everything and have simply been grateful to the author 
for his or her existence in this wonderful world. I read Narine Abgaryan’s book with 
this exact feeling. The actions take place in a remote mountainous village of Armenia, 
the history of which is surely different from the histories of our countries,” Varlamov 
said as he shared his impressions.

Abgaryan and Grigorenko will each receive 1,000,000 rubles as a reward.

On November 18 at 18:30, “Barekam” (Friend) Center for Culture, Arts and Sports NGO and 
Prof Production, with the support of the RA Ministry of Culture, will hold an event devoted to 
People’s Artist of the Republic of Armenia, recipient of a state award Tigran Mansurian at “Sev 
Berd” (Black Fortress) Fortress in Gyumri.
The event will feature performances of the composer’s songs “Requiem”, “Seasons of the 
Year” and “Parallel Songs”. The artistic director and conductor of the concert is Robert 
Mlkeyan.
The concert will feature performances by the National Chamber Choir of Armenia (artistic 
director and principal conductor Robert Mlkeyan), the National Chamber Orchestra of Armenia 
(artistic director and principal conductor Vahan Martirosyan), Yerevan State Chamber Choir 
(artistic director and principal conductor Harutyun Topikyan), the Immaculate Armenia Choir 

Narine Abgaryan Wins Yasnaya 
Polyana Literary Award

of Gyumri (artistic director and principal 
conductor Robert Mlkeyan).
The soloists will be special guest of the 
event and People’s Artist of the Republic 
of Armenia Hasmik Papyan (Soprano), 
Soprano Henrietta Harutyunova, Baritone 
Hovhannes Grigoryan, Alt Yana Daryan and 
pianist Artur Avanesov.
The event will be held with the support of 
the office of the Governor of Shirak Province 
and the Municipality of Gyumri as well.


